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Abstract
This thesis investigates two aspects of the manufacturing business of a designer and
manufacturer of automotive components, Autogear Inc. The first aspect of the thesis conducts
an analysis of the market for the automotive component. This includes a discussion of the
customer needs and resources possessed by Autogear to meet those needs. Next, a new
manufacturing system is proposed and analyzed for the production of steel friction gears.
The market analysis begins by segmenting friction gear customers and detailing their needs as
customers. Autogear is then discussed to determine what resources they posses to satisfy
these needs. Autogear's competitors are discussed in the context of whether Autogear's
potential resources differentiate Autogear from their competitors.
The proposed manufacturing system uses some of the existing production processes and
combines them with new processes. The proposed system is then analyzed and compared to
the existing line. The comparisons demonstrate the improvements in inventory, throughput
time, and total cost offered by the proposed line. Finally, Chapter Two details the next steps
involved in further analysis and implementation of the proposed production line
Thesis Advisors:
Professor Thomas W. Eagar, Material Science and Engineering
Professor Duncan Simester, Sloan School of Management
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Overview
This thesis investigates two aspects of the manufacturing business of Autogear, Inc, a
designer and manufacturer of automotive friction gears. (The friction gear product and
company name are created to protect the proprietary nature of the product and
processes discussed in this thesis.) The first aspect investigated is the market for the
gears. This includes a discussion of the customer needs and resources possessed by
Autogear to meet those needs. Next, a new manufacturing line is proposed and
analyzed for the production of steel friction gears. The friction gear product is used in
the transmissions of many varieties of commercial trucks.
Chapter One focuses on the market for friction gears. The market is analyzed by
segmenting friction gear customers and detailing their needs as customers. Autogear is
then discussed to determine what resources they posses to satisfy these needs.
Autogear's competitors are discussed in the context of whether Autogear's potential
resources differentiate Autogear from their competitors.
Chapter Two proposes a new production line for manufacturing steel friction gears. The
proposed line incorporates some of the existing friction gear production processes and
combines them with other processes. The proposed production line is then analyzed
and compared to the existing line. The comparisons demonstrate the improvements in
inventory, throughput time, and total cost offered by the proposed line. Finally, Chapter
Two details the next steps involved in further analysis and implementation of the
proposed production line.
Chapter 1: Strategic Market Analysis for an Automotive Component
1.0 Introduction:
This chapter investigates and analyzes the current market for the friction gear product.
The friction gear is an important part of the powertrain of many long and short haul
commercial trucks. The friction gear reduces friction within the powertrain and by
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wearing itself, extends the life of more costly powertrain components. Eventually, the
friction gear is worn-out and needs to be replaced.
Autogear works closely with original equipment manufacturer (OEMs) to integrate the
gear design into the powertrain and vehicle design. The wear performance as well as
the weight of the gear are important design considerations. Since the parts must be
replaced as they wear, a significant aftermarket exists.
Autogear has been a leader in the design and production of the subject part from steel.
However, over the last five to ten years, the market has become more competitive. The
aftermarket customers and OEMs have become more focused on cost of replacement
for the friction gear. In addition, the use of aluminum as the base material for the gear
has become mdre widespread. Both of these issues have led to increased competition
for Autogear. This is a trend that is expected to continue.
2.0 Customer Needs:
In order to understand customer needs, it is helpful to view Autogear's customers in
different segments. In this way, specific needs can be uncovered and reviewed. This
section looks at customers in three segmentations:
" Friction Gear Material: Steel and Aluminum
" Short-Haul and Long-Haul Commercial Vehicles
* Aftermarket Customers and Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs)
2.1 Component Material: Steel and Aluminum
Segmentation of the friction gear market by material, divides customers into those who
need steel friction gears and those who require aluminum friction gears. Historically,
steel has been the primary material. Although aluminum has been used in high-
performance vehicles since the 1970's, the use of aluminum in commercial vehicles has
become widespread only over the last ten years. The design and production using
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aluminum requires slightly different design methods, production tooling, and more
expensive raw material. These and other issues make aluminum a more expensive
material for use in friction gears. The major benefit of aluminum is the weight savings
over steel.
2.1.1 Steel Segment
In most ways, the customer needs for steel are the same as those for aluminum
customers. Both steel and aluminum components are designed to reduce friction
between other more expensive components in the powertrain. However, since steel
has been the standard in the industry, most OEMs and suppliers have identified and
solved any major design and production issues facing steel. Steel is a familiar and
dependable technology for most OEMs and aftermarket customers. Friction gears
made from steel are expected to be a low cost and reliable product.
One result of steel's lower cost compared to aluminum is that these components are
more likely to be used on short-haul commercial vehicles. Since short-haul vehicles
typically operate in urban environments with a higher number of shifts or gear changes
per year, the replacement costs of consumable components are a more important
concern. Although steel friction gears add weight to a vehicle compared to aluminum
gears, OEMs often select steel for commercial vehicles to reduce operating costs for
their customers. OEMs expect low operating costs from the friction gear when it is
produced from steel. In addition, on the basis of the maturity of the technology and the
large experience base with steel, the components are expected to have very reliable
performance, another important concern for operators of commercial vehicles.
2.1.2 Aluminum Segment
As noted above, the needs of customers in steel and aluminum segments do not differ
significantly in that no matter which material is used, the friction gear performs the
desired function. However, aluminum is still a relatively new material, having only been
used significantly over the last 10 to 15 years. Since aluminum friction gears are more
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expensive to design and manufacture, they have traditionally cost more than steel for
vehicle owners to operate.
As aluminum has become more widespread, aftermarket customers and OEMs have
increasingly focused on reducing the costs associated with them. In general,
aftermarket customers, OEMs, and suppliers want the benefits of aluminum's low
weight at the costs typical of a steel friction gear. As the commercial truck industry has
become increasingly deregulated, competition between operators has increased. Along
with the increased competition has come an increased focus on all operating costs.
This increased focus on cost has led to the drive for lower aluminum friction gear costs
and has increased price pressures on suppliers of friction gears.
Another important difference between the needs of aluminum and steel users centers
on maintenance. Aluminum components require different maintenance procedures and
practices. In general, components produced from steel are considered easier to
maintain and repair than aluminum. Based on a number of reliability issues
experienced by aluminum components on different vehicles, aluminum is also perceived
to be less reliable than similar steel components. In many cases, the aftermarket and
OEMs require more technical and customer support to aid in the design, maintenance,
and repair of aluminum components than they might with steel.
2.1.3 Aluminum and Steel Segment Common Needs
There are a couple of customer needs that are common across the aluminum and steel
segments. First of these is the basic need to operate in the powertrain environment and
interface properly with other components in the powertrain. Both materials meet this
need. In order to operate and maintain a fleet of vehicles, an aftermarket customer,
whether a large trucking company or a parts distributor, requires prompt replacement
parts and spares. Whether the friction gear is produced from aluminum or steel, the
customer needs a responsive and dependable supplier that has the capability to provide
the required parts and spares (as well as the customer support required for warranty,
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technical questions, etc) to support the fleet. Increasingly aftermarket customers value
a supplier's on-time delivery and responsiveness. Suppliers with strong performance in
these areas allow the customers to reduce their stock of spares and parts, which
reduces overall costs associated with operating a particular supplier's part.
2.2 Customer Segmentation by Long -Haul and Short-Haul Commercial
Vehicles
Commercial freight vehicles can be divided into a number of different categories
depending on their weights, engine power, capacities etc. For the purpose of
understanding Autogear's customer needs in this thesis, two vehicle categories are
used: Long-Haul and Short-Haul vehicles. The categories are loosely defined with
short-haul vehicles including vehicles that are primarily used in urban and regional
areas and long-haul vehicles that typically operate across states or the continental
United States.
2.2.1 Long-Haul Vehicles
In general, Long-haul vehicles benefit from lighter overall weight and the improved
performance of the aluminum components. Lower vehicle weight helps to improve fuel
efficiency, which is more critical for vehicles operating across long distances. The
lighter aluminum components also provide a slight increase in available power. In
designing a long-haul vehicle, OEMs choose aluminum friction gears over steel based
on the weight savings and performance improvements and trade these against the
historically higher operating costs (compared to steel gears). When aluminum began to
be widely used in friction gears (1980's), the higher operating costs were accepted
(perhaps begrudgingly) by vehicle operators. The aluminum friction gears provided
improved fuel and power performance that operators desired. The higher aluminum
operating costs were somewhat mitigated by the fact that long-haul vehicles make less
gear changes than shorter-haul vehicles, thus long-haul vehicles use the friction gear
less. Consequently, the gear is not replaced as often.
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As aluminum friction gears have become more widespread, the percentage of vehicles
in a fleet equipped with aluminum friction gears has increased. With more aluminum
friction gears being used in their fleets, aftermarket customers and OEMs became more
aware of the higher aluminum gear costs. As a result, they have increased pressure on
friction gear suppliers to provide the aluminum friction gears at lower costs.
Deregulation and increased competition (downward price pressures) in the commercial
truck industry have led operators to be increasingly cost conscious. Costs associated
with operating truck fleets in general and replacement costs for the aluminum friction
gears in particular have become an increasingly more important factor for companies
operating long-haul vehicles (and short-haul vehicles as well).
2.2.2 Short-Haul Vehicles
Short-haul vehicles typically do not require the weight advantage of aluminum. In
general, these vehicles do not require the weight efficiencies or increased power that
long-haul vehicles require to operate efficiently. Short-haul vehicles also make more
frequent stops and starts than longer-haul vehicles. Thus, the friction gear must be
replaced more often. As a result, the cost of replacing the gear becomes a more critical
concern for the short-haul vehicle operator. (Replacement costs become a higher
percentage of total fleet operating costs). In many cases, cost outweighs concerns
about weight. Thus, short-haul vehicles are more likely to be equipped with steel friction
gears that offer lower operating costs than the equivalent aluminum friction gear.
From the OEM perspective, weight is often a much more critical issue than from an
operator perspective. This results from the fact that the OEM guarantees vehicle
perormance at the extremes of range, weight, mileage etc. Therefore, the OEM may
be under pressure to take weight savings over operating cost savings no matter what
the vehicle type (short or long haul). While some customers require and demand the
extreme performance, most do not operate the vehicles at their power or weight limits.
As mentioned above, operators increasingly focus on low operating costs rather than
weight savings or increased power. A supplier that can reduce the cost of aluminum
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friction gears to that of steel would be able to provide OEMs with a lighter weight design
that also meets the vehicle operators' needs for low operating costs in both short and
long-haul vehicles.
2.3 Customer Segmentation by OEM and Aftermarket Customers
Another natural segmentation of customers is between OEMs and aftermarket
customers. Both segments are critical to the manufacturer's business. However, these
two segments have different needs and priorities.
As a supplier, Autogear works closely with the OEMs to design, qualify, and
manufacture their friction gear for a particular vehicle or powertrain. However, the
majority of their sales and profits are derived from the aftermarket customers who
actually use the vehicles. As the vehicles are driven, the friction gear wears as a
function of its use in gear shifting. The gear must be replaced. When a vehicle is
designed and manufactured to use an Autogear friction gear, the aftermarket operator
must purchase the replacement friction gears from Autogear. Autogear holds the
certification and design for the gear - no other manufacturer can provide gears without
a lengthy and expensive certification process. In addition, Autogear provides the
aftermarket customers with the friction gear specific technical and product support
required to maintain and operate their vehicles.
2.3.1 OEM Customer Segment
For Autogear, the OEM group includes two customers, "Brown Automotive" and
"Plymouth Trucks Company". The OEMs design, produce, and sell commercial
transport vehicles in different cargo, power, and size variants to satisfy the needs of
commercial truck fleets primarily in North America. The friction gear is an important part
of the powertrain for these vehicles. Each major vehicle variation typically requires a
uniquely designed friction gear to efficiently meet that vehicle's design goals (weight,
performance, etc). As OEMs, Brown and Plymouth determine which friction gear
supplier or suppliers are awarded the contracts to design and produce friction gears for
a particular vehicle variant.
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As customers, the OEMs have a few primary needs from a friction gear supplier. First,
the supplier must have the technical capability to design, test, and manufacture friction
gears. This includes working with the OEM to effectively integrate gears into the
powertrain and overall vehicle design. Since the friction gears are critical to the
performance and efficiency of the entire vehicle, shortfalls in design, quality, or delivery
can have a severe impact on overall development of a new vehicle or on the production
delivery of vehicles once a variant enters production. A second OEM need is low
component procurement costs. The sale of commercial trucks has become an
increasingly competitive business. As the commercial freight and package delivery
industries have become more competitive, operators, especially those with large fleets,
have increasingly focused on vehicle cost. These and other factors force OEMs to work
to produce vehicles at the lowest possible cost. Procuring components, such as friction
gears, at a low cost is a natural outgrowth of this need.
2.3.2 Aftermarket Customer Segment
Aftermarket customers are operators of commercial vehicles using friction gears. These
customers require friction gears in order to operate and maintain their vehicles and
serve their customers. Fleet operating costs are a key cost driver for trucking
companies. As the trucking and logistics business becomes more competitive, reducing
operating costs of components, including friction gears, becomes an important
aftermarket customer need. Low operating costs for friction gears is a primary need for
operators of commercial vehicles.
The friction gear wears during service and requires regular replacement. The gears
also require removal from the vehicle when they fail or fall below minimum performance
levels due to design, quality or reliability problems. Customers require replacement
friction gears to be available when a friction gear must be removed from a vehicle. To
ensure the replacement gears are available, aftermarket customers hold spare and
replacement part inventories at necessary levels. If a given friction gear design has
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poor reliability or the supplier has poor on-time delivery performance, the customer may
have to hold higher inventory of spares to ensure replacements are available to support
fleet operations. Based on this, aftermarket customers increasingly focus their
evaluation of a supplier on the supplier's delivery performance and responsiveness to
their questions, as well as product reliability and quality. All of which are important
drivers of a customer's overall cost to operate a supplier's friction gears.
2.4 Summary of Customer Needs
The customer segments described in this section reveal a number of critical customer
needs:
" Low operating costs is a critical need to the operators of commercial vehicles
(aftermarket customers) and thereby to the OEMs that sell the commercial
vehicles.
0 Lower costs for aluminum friction gears is a particularly strong need.
" OEMs rely on friction gear suppliers to provide an important vehicle
component and need the suppliers to be dependable in the development and
production of friction gears.
" Although low operating costs are important; commercial vehicle operators are
increasingly measuring suppliers using composite measurements that include
on-time delivery, responsiveness, quality, cost and other factors that affect
total cost of doing business with a supplier.
0 Vehicle operators want a low total cost from a supplier.
3.0 Customer Decision Makers
This section focuses on the key decision makers at the customers and their interests
and needs. By focusing on the decision makers, insight is gained into how Autogear
can better align resources to satisfy the customer as a whole and the decision makers
in particular.
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3.1 OEM
OEMs decide which friction gear suppliers are awarded the contract to design, develop,
and manufacture the friction gears for a particular vehicle variant. On some vehicle
programs, OEMs chose a single friction gear supplier to provide friction gears for a
vehicle variant (sole source). As the sole source, the chosen friction gear supplier is the
only company able to sell friction gears to the operators of the particular vehicle. As
one might expect, this puts the supplier in a strong position when selling replacement
parts in the aftermarket. In most recent vehicle programs, OEMs have chosen multiple
friction gear suppliers to supply designs. The suppliers then compete against each
other for the aftermarket business. (Each operator that buys the vehicle is free to
choose which supplier they want to provide friction gears.) This strategy focuses on
holding friction gear costs down for the OEMs and the operators of the vehicle. In
addition, it offers operators a choice; something they value not only for cost
containment, but also for the freedom to choose suppliers based on the service or
experience they may have with one supplier or another.
Since friction gears are a critical component in the development of a vehicle. OEMs
face significant risks if a friction gear supplier does not meet the program schedule,
weight, performance, or cost goals. Further, OEMs could face unhappy customers if a
friction gear supplier does not provide adequate product support, once the vehicle is in
service. Thus, OEMs must have confidence in many different aspects of a supplier's
business (design, program management, manufacturing, product support, etc)
A typical proposal by a supplier will address these issues. However, the OEM also
relies heavily on their relationship and experience with a friction gear supplier. Thus a
supplier's relationship and reputation with the OEMs (and the decision makers within
the OEMs) is very important for its future success.
For the OEM customer, the technical/engineering of the friction gear is very important.
The OEMs engineering function plays an important role in choosing a supplier for a
vehicle program. Engineering is typically focused on the technical capabilities of the
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supplier and the proposed design for a particular vehicle- can they work with us to
design and certify the friction gear? Do they have the experience and track record
necessary or will they add risk to the program?
Another significant consideration for the OEM is the terms proposed by the supplier.
Financial and other incentives may be offered by the supplier to win selection on a given
vehicle program. These issues are considered by purchasing and program
management functions with assistance from other areas as required.
In selecting supplier(s) for a new or derivative vehicle program, the OEM must consider
each of the factors mentioned above. In a sense, the OEM is evaluating not just a
proposal but the entire business and capabilities of a supplier. In the end, various
functions provide input and a decision is made at the program management level.
3.2 Aftermarket Customer Decision Makers
The OEM chooses which suppliers provide friction gears for a vehicle. When an OEM
selects two suppliers to provide friction gears for a given vehicle program, (dual-source),
aftermarket customers (or operators) that purchase the vehicle have a choice between
friction gear suppliers. Historically, technology and engineering in a vehicle were seen
as critical to the successful operation of a vehicle and of the entire company. Each new
vehicle represented a breakthrough with new leading edge technologies that offered
greatly improved range, power, or cargo capacities over previous generations of
vehicles. As a result, the engineering/maintenance group at the operator would
evaluate the suppliers' designs and chose based on their beliefs about which design will
perform the best for their fleet of vehicles. Of course these decisions were often
influenced by the history the operator had with the given supplier. A supplier with a
solid and reliable design and performance reputation at a given operator had an
advantage with the engineering staff. The engineers and the maintenance shop leaders
would be familiar with the suppliers' product features and more likely recommend it for
selection as the operator selected suppliers for new vehicles.
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In some cases, an aftermarket customer will ask an OEM to qualify a particular supplier
on a vehicle program, even if the OEM has not planned to do so. When this occurs, it is
usually on a sole source vehicle program where the requesting aftermarket customer
has either a poor history with the friction supplier chosen by the OEM or a very strong
relationship with the friction gear supplier they want the OEM to approve.
Starting in the early 1990s, as a result of increased competition and an industry wide
recession, many operators became increasingly focused on costs associated with
operating vehicles. While technology and engineering were still valued aspects in a
friction gear, operators increasingly viewed these in the light of how they contributed to
the operating costs associated with the friction gear. This focus on costs and how to
control them essentially shifted the decision power for choosing suppliers (including
friction gears) toward the materials or purchasing functions and away from engineering.
The decision process now centers on the cost of operating and maintaining a given
friction gear design. Engineering and the maintenance shops are considered important
for evaluating the technical aspects of the designs proposed. However, they typically
have a pass/fail approval rather than the more complete decision making authority that
they may have once possessed. Although cost of operation is certainly critical in the
decision process at an operator, the decision making shift from engineering to
purchasing may also make technical and all around customer support a more important
factor. Although not inherent in concerns about costs, materials and purchasing groups
also focus more heavily on the delivery performance and responsiveness of a supplier
than a typical engineering function.
Coincident with this shift in decision making, operators are increasingly developing
measures for tracking suppliers' performance in on-time delivery, quality, reliability,
responsiveness, etc. As a result, strengths in distribution, customer service and on time
performance become increasingly valuable points for a supplier vying for selection as
an operator's friction gear supplier. The importance of these issues allows a supplier
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who has a strong all around performance record with an operator on other vehicles -
especially other similar vehicle (short or long haul, aluminum or steel gears) - to have
an advantage in new vehicle competitions compared to a competitor with a poor or no
track record. So, as the decision making power within the operators has moved from
the technically focused engineer to the business or cost focused buyer, the key
attributes of a supplier have also shifted.
4.0 Autogear Resources
Autogear has a number of potential resources that satisfy the customer needs and
decision makers discussed above. The following section describes a few of the more
important resources and discusses whether these resources are a source of
differentiation for Autogear from their competitors.
4.1 Design/Engineering Capability
Autogear has the capability and experience to steel and aluminum friction gears for all
types of commercial vehicles. Aftermarket customers and OEMs have a strong need for
well-designed friction gears. The design and engineering of the friction gear is a critical
step and can have a large impact on the performance of the vehicle in terms of weight,
engine power, and cost of operation.
4.1.1 Steel friction gear Design/Engineering Capability:
Autogear steel friction gears typically have a longer service life than their competitors'.
The longer service life often translates into a lower life cycle cost for Autogear steel
friction gears, though this is not always the case. Autogear is very well respected by
operators for their design experience and success with steel friction gears. Under the
Hendrick brandname, Autogear has a long history and a solid reputation with
commercial vehicle operators. Their reputation is based on designing a steel friction
gear that meets the reliability and performance needs of operators.
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Autogear's competitors do not have as successful a steel friction gear track record as
Autogear. Although competitors have well designed steel-based products, Autogear
has a dominant position in the steel market. Autogear has either a sole source position
or a greater-than 50 percent market share on every steel friction gear program on which
they compete. While engineering alone probably does not explain this advantage,
Autogear's proven track record of successful designs makes them a primary partner for
OEMs to select for new vehicle programs, which is an important reason why Autogear is
so successful in steel friction gears and is certainly a valuable resource.
4.1.2 Aluminum Friction Gear Design/Engineering Capability:
In aluminum friction gear design, Autogear has as much experience as any competitor.
However, aluminum friction gear performance in vehicle service - no matter which
competitor designed the gear - has been lower than desired in terms of reliability and
cost. In the view of many operators, aluminum friction gears are too expensive to
operate. Competing friction gear manufacturers are accepted as equal to or perhaps
ahead of Autogear in some areas of aluminum friction gear design and engineering.
While some competitors are not viewed by particular OEMs as being as capable as
Autogear, Lewis Trunion Systems (LTS) in particular and Geartechnique (GT) to a
lesser extent are viewed as equal to Autogear in terms of design capability.
Since some competitors' design capabilities in aluminum friction gears are considered
the equal of Autogear, Autogear is not significantly differentiated from competition in this
area.
Overall, Autogear has a strong resource in its experience and expertise in the design of
steel friction gears. However, in aluminum friction gear design, it appears that there is
no significant differentiation between competitors.
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4.2 Autogear Worldwide Technical Service and Customer Support
Autogear has developed and maintained a worldwide team of technical support
personnel that support their aftermarket and OEM customers. These representatives
are located at operators around the world, but primarily in the U.S. The representatives
work closely with operators to solve technical issues and act as Autogear's ears at the
customer. Using this network of representatives, Autogear has developed a strong
reputation for customer service and responsiveness with their customers.
Autogear's technical service network is larger and more distributed (located at more
operators) than any of their competitors. While some of this difference results from
Autogear being a more established supplier (other suppliers have grown as aluminum
friction gears have become more widely used over the last 10 years), it is clear that
Autogear is committed to placing representatives at their customers' sites. Their
competitors tend to locate representatives by regions and assign fewer representatives
to cover many operators in a region.
Autogear has developed a strong reputation with operators for their technical support
and customer responsiveness. This directly addresses an increasingly important
operator need for high quality and responsive support from their suppliers. Through this
network of representatives, Autogear possesses a distinct advantage in maintaining and
building relationships with customers.
4.3 Qualified Aluminum Friction Gears on In-Production Vehicle Programs
Autogear has aluminum friction gear designs for the majority of aluminum friction gear
applications (vehicle equipped with aluminum friction gears) within the commercial
cargo vehicle category. On aluminum friction gear vehicles that are dual source
(Autogear and another supplier selected by the OEM), Autogear has an equal or lower
share of the aftermarket compared to their competitors. When compared to the market
share Autogear enjoys on dual-source steel friction gear programs (always >50%
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market share, see below), it is clear that Autogear is not as successful in the aluminum
markets.
In addition to lower market share in the aluminum friction gear market, Autogear faces
tough competition for every operator contract. Prices and margins are usually lower in
the aluminum friction gear competitions than in steel friction gear competitions. Lower
margins combined with higher development and manufacturing costs for aluminum
friction gears in general means that the overall financial success of aluminum friction
gear programs is not entirely clear.
While Autogear's aluminum friction gears satisfy the needs of vehicle operators and
OEMs, Autogear faces strong competitors with the similar capability on these vehicles.
Based on the low margins and relatively equal market share for Autogear and their
competitors on the aluminum friction gear programs, it appears that Autogear is not
significantly differentiated in the aluminum friction gear market. Therefore, Autogear's
aluminum friction gear programs, although they satisfy a customer need, do not act as a
strong economic resource for Autogear.
4.4 Qualified Steel Friction Gears on In-Production and Out-of-Production
Vehicles
Autogear has qualified friction gears on almost every commercial vehicle that operates
with steel friction gears. On some programs, Autogear is the sole provider of equipment
and on others there is another qualified supplier (dual-source). In dual source cases,
Autogear possesses greater than a 50 percent market share in every case and above
60 percent in most.
When sole-source, Autogear is certainly differentiated in that no competitor can provide
friction gears to meet the vehicle operators' needs. In dual-source programs, one
competitor is usually on equal footing with Autogear in terms of qualification. However,
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Autogear has been extremely successful in these situations garnering over 50 percent
of aftermarket orders on each program and maintaining strong margins.
Clearly, Autogear's existing qualification position and market share is a valuable
resource, a more important question is: Why is Autogear's market share so high in steel
friction gears and lower in aluminum friction gears? What are the sources of its
success? What can Autogear do to take advantage of existing market share in order to
be successful in other markets (aluminum friction gear programs)? Section 5 attempts
to answer these questions by looking at the competitions for vehicle operator orders
during a recent steel friction gear vehicle program and comparing them to recent
aluminum friction gear vehicle competitions.
4.5 Strong Relationship with OEM's
In order to supply friction gears to the end customer (vehicle operators); a supplier must
first be certified on the vehicle. An OEM must have confidence that the supplier is
capable of designing, qualifying, producing and supporting a new design, before they
will allow a supplier to even bid on a new vehicle program. While OEMs differ on how
much emphasis they place on their long-term relationship with a supplier, all OEMs
require a certain amount of confidence in their suppliers' abilities.
Autogear has a good relationship with Brown Automotive. Brown recognizes that
Autogear is a good designer and provider of friction gears. Autogear's chief competitor
(LTS) has a similarly strong relationship with Brown. Like Autogear, LTS has a good
design history with Brown. In fact, Brown appears to view LTS as slightly more capable
in some areas and Autogear ahead in others. While Brown may view other suppliers as
less capable or just have limited experience with them, Brown has shown a willingness
to work with different suppliers and provide them with opportunities to demonstrate their
abilities. Geartechnique (GT) has been allowed to qualify a design on an existing
program - GT's first real work with Brown. If GT is successful, in the market and in the
design, one can assume they will be given an opportunity to propose on future vehicle
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programs). So, having a strong relationship with Brown is important, but Autogear does
not have an advantage over all competitors. In addition, it appears that such a
relationship can be developed even from a relatively low starting point.
Autogear's relationship with Plymouth is not as strong as its relationship with Brown.
Plymouth appears to have one preferred supplier. The preferred supplier is close to
Plymouth's design and manufacturing and has a long history working with Plymouth.
While Autogear has an extensive history with Plymouth, they have had to work very
hard just to gain a chance to bid on new vehicle programs. In most cases, Autogear
has a vehicle customer "pull them through" at Plymouth. That is, operator(s) request
that Plymouth approve Autogear as a supplier for a particular vehicle. This most often
happens when a vehicle operator has a poor history or experience with the
existing/favored supplier on a Plymouth program. LTS established a partnership with
GT in order to become a supplier to Plymouth. In comparing LTS, Autogear and GT,
Autogear's relationship with the OEM is the weakest.
Autogear has a strong relationship with their primary OEM customer, Brown. This
relationship is at least equal to if not better than the relationship the OEM has with other
friction gear suppliers. Autogear's other OEM customer has stronger relationships with
Autogear's customers than with Autogear. Overall, Autogear's relationships with OEM
customers are not a source of advantage or differentiation compared to their
competitors.
5.0 Evidence of Autogear Market Power
5.1 Steel friction gear Market
Although the friction gear industry is extremely competitive, Autogear has been very
successful. In particular, Autogear has been strong in the steel friction gear segment of
the market. Autogear has been selected by OEMs to provide steel friction gears for
almost every steel friction gear equipped vehicle in the last 10-15 years. In addition,
Autogear holds a strong market share with aftermarket customers (greater than 50
percent of aftermarket customers (operators) chose Autogear for their steel friction gear
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supplier versus a competitor across all vehicle programs). This section investigates the
evidence that Autogear has significant market power in the steel friction gear segment
by focusing on a recent steel friction gear vehicle program and the data on operator
selections in that program.
Autogear and one competitor were selected by the OEM to provide steel friction gears
for a new derivative of an existing short-haul vehicle. Each supplier separately
developed and qualified a friction gear for the vehicle. The suppliers then marketed
their products to the operators that had ordered the vehicle from the OEM.
The same two suppliers provided friction gears for the base version of the vehicle. In
the operator competitions for the base program, operators selected Autogear over their
competitor in over 60 percent of the competitions. Thus, Autogear possessed a strong
market position to support their efforts in the new derivative program.
At the time of the study, thirty-eight operators had ordered over 900 new derivative
vehicles. Of those operators ordering the new derivative, thirty-one owned or operated
base version of the vehicle.
Approximately, seventy-five percent of the operators ordering the new derivative vehicle
selected Autogear as their friction gear supplier. In addition to holding this strong
market position, Autogear believes that they typically price their friction gears between
five and ten percent above their competitor while winning a larger share of the market.
Table 1 shows the Operator Commitments for the derivative program at the time of this
writing. Each operator ordering the derivative vehicle is listed along with its
predominant steel friction gear supplier for all of their existing vehicles (including
vehicles besides the base vehicle) with steel friction gears. A predominant supplier is
selected to establish an incumbent supplier at the time of new friction gear selection. A
strong connection or correlation between an operator's predominant supplier and their
selection on the new derivative would emphasize the importance of market share to
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future business. A strong correlation might also indicate that operators are making
supplier selections based on a broad range of supplier competencies rather than cost
alone.
The criteria for determining a predominant or incumbent supplier was as follows:
0 Determine the vehicle fleet of each operator equipped with steel friction gears
0 Determine the friction gear supplier for each vehicle type in an operator's fleet
. A supplier was predominant/incumbent if they provided steel friction gears for
over 60 percent of an operator's fleet. (If an operator fleet was evenly split
between suppliers, the operator was labeled as 'None" indicating no
predominant supplier.)
Table 2 compiles the data from table 1 to show the number of repeat customers each
supplier was able to win. Repeat customers were defined as operators that chose their
predominant steel friction gear supplier in competitions on the derivative program.
Autogear has retained just over 70 percent of the customers where they were
considered to be in an incumbent position. In contrast, LTS, who has a lower overall
market share in steel friction gears and therefore fewer incumbent positions, retained
less than half of their incumbent operators.
For operators without an incumbent supplier, Autogear is found to win over 60 percent
of these operator competitions.
Autogear's ability to retain their customers, win new customers, and attract a portion of
their competitor's customers could result from a number of possible advantages:
" Price Advantage
. Technical Support/Service
" Engineering/Product Technology: A better designed product
" Customer Support and Delivery Performance: Responsiveness to customer
" Quality
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In the steel friction gear market it is clear that Autogear is the premier friction gear
supplier. Autogear also appears to garner a premium for their friction gears. The fact
that Autogear has been able to attract repeat customers indicates that their previous
success in steel friction gear programs is an aid to success on newer programs like the
derivative program discussed above.
5.2 Aluminum friction gear Markets
While Autogear enjoys a track record of high market share and success on steel friction
gear programs, their history on aluminum friction gear programs is not as strong.
Autogear is one of only three to five companies in the world that have the capability to
design, develop and support aluminum friction gears for commercial vehicles.
Both Autogear and their competitors have sole-source arrangements on different in-
production-aluminum friction gear programs. Thus, each supplier has a base of
"guaranteed" customers for their aluminum friction gears (i.e. the vehicle operators have
no choice concerning their friction gear supplier on these programs). However, all new
vehicle programs have been dual-source over the last 5-7 years, a trend that is
expected to continue. In these dual source programs, which number only a few to this
date, Autogear has held about half of the total operator selections.
While Autogear has been a clear leader (market share, technology, etc) in the steel
friction gear market, the relatively newer aluminum friction gear segment does not have
such a market leader. The higher costs of aluminum friction gears compared to steel
make cost of friction gear operation a prime concern for vehicle operators in selecting a
supplier when they purchase a new vehicle. Each supplier in dual source programs has
invested heavily in the development of a friction gear for that vehicle. Vehicle operators'
primary need for lower aluminum friction gear costs combined with the suppliers' need
to win the relatively scarce operator competitions results in an extremely price
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competitive market place. While Autogear and competitors work hard to sell vehicle
operators on other features of their designs and companies (customer support,
technical service, etc), price appears to be the bottom line in the aluminum friction gear
market.
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Table 1: Customer Supplier Selections in Most Recent Friction Gear Program
inant Steel Gear Aftermarket Customer Vehicles Supplier Repeat/Switch/New
r (Vehicle Operator) Ordered
Autogear Stanton 149 Autogear Repeat
LTS Greater Boston 12 LTS Repeat
None Haely 16 Autogear New
Autogear Lorain-Giles 2 Autogear Repeat
Autogear Tovar 8 Autogear Repeat
Autogear Avery 6 LTS Switch
Autogear Stephens 41 LTS Switch
None Balkland 4 Autogear Repeat
Autogear Mayes 6 LTS Switch
Autogear Collins 78 Autogear Repeat
Autogear TransOhio 8 LTS Switch
Autogear Rogers 3 Autogear Repeat
Autogear Brothers 10 Autogear Repeat
Autogear Xceptional 10 Autogear Repeat
None Twinsburg 2 LTS New
LTS Arlington 3 Autogear Switch
None Total Shipping 10 Autogear New
None UniverseWithin 4 Autogear New
None Detailed Moves 70 LTS New
Autogear Toronto 26 Autogear Repeat
Autogear All America 75 Autogear Repeat
LTS XinBing 3 LTS Repeat
Autogear China Town 6 LTS Switch
None Yulando 3 Autogear New
LTS Agricolae 10 Autogear Switch
None Shoji 3 Autogear New
None Academic Freight 5 Autogear New
Autogear Christ Church LLP 3 Autogear Repeat
None Encinio 5 Autogear New
Autogear LAPA 10 Autogear Repeat
Autogear Rollins Truck Company 25 Autogear Repeat
LTS Jetway Shipping 6 LTS Repeat
None Allentown Northeast 13 Autogear New
None Chris's Cargo & Freight 3 LTS New
None Short Term Cargo 2 LTS New
LTS Sunrise Freight 2 Autogear New
LTS Boujelais Truck and Freight 30 Autogear Switch
None Torrence California Delivery 4 Autogear New
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Table 2: Summary of Repeat Customers in Most Recent Supplier Selections
Primary Steel Gear
Supplier
Repeat
Customers
Switched
Customers
New
Customers
Autogear 17 12 5 12
LTS 7 3 5 5
14None
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Chapter 2: Feasibility Study of Manufacturing System for an
Automotive Component
1.0 Introduction:
This chapter evaluates the feasibility of a proposed manufacturing method for an
automotive component, a friction gear used in the powertrain of commercial trucks. The
first section in this chapter describes the demand for the friction gears. Next, the
manufacturing processes used in the proposed manufacturing system are described.
This is followed by a description of the operation of the system. The expected
performance of the system is then described. Finally, the costs and benefits of the
manufacturing system are discussed and recommendations for implementation and
improvements are made.
Ton
Diameter
Side
U
II
Thickness
Figure 1: Simplified View of Part
1.1 Description of the Part
The friction gear, simplified somewhat for this report, is circular in shape and slotted as
shown in Figure 1. The particular line of friction gears is produced from high strength
steel.
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The part is produced in thirty-five different variations for use in specific powertrain
applications. The variations have unique part numbers and differ in their finished
thickness (dimension T in Figure 1) and in their diameter (dimension D in Figure 1).
1.2 Proposed Manufacturing Processes
A new manufacturing method is proposed and reviewed in this chapter for its feasibility
in producing the parts to meet the expected demand at an overall lower cost than
current methods:
Proposed Manufacturing Process:
" Abrasive Water Jet Cut Outer Diameter of Part
" Grind Part to Required Thickness
" Mill Slot into Part
" Package Part for Shipment
2.0 Product Demand
As described above, the part the proposed system is to manufacture has thirty-five
different part numbers that have similar designs. The thirty-five part numbers can be
grouped into eight families of parts that share the same outer shape and differ only by
thickness.
The total yearly demand for the entire product line (thirty-five part numbers) is 850,000
parts. The demand is not evenly divided among the thirty-five part numbers. Twenty-
two part numbers account for 90 percent of the demand for the part. Based on the total
time available for production in a year and the demand for the product in a year, one
part must be produced by the proposed manufacturing system every 0.24 minutes. (4.2
parts per minute)
The customer lead-time requirements for this part are somewhat uncertain. As a policy
of the manufacturer, customers are typically promised delivery of an order within two
business weeks of order receipt. However, in order to provide strong customer support,
customers are permitted to specify significantly lower lead-times (one-day lead-time
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requests are not uncommon). In order to meet all customer lead-time requirements
(including the one-day requests) finished goods inventory levels are maintained by the
manufacturer at warehouses around the world.
3.0 Description of Manufacturing Processes Used:
Figure 2 shows the proposed manufacturing processes for producing the parts. First,
the part is cut from a steel plate that is procured heat treated to the required hardness.
Next the part is ground to the required thickness and then the slot is milled into the part.
Finally, the part is packed for shipment to the customer.
Abrasive Jet
320 parts/hr
10 min/setup
/
Raw Mat'l :
Steel Plate
Grinder
600 parts/hr
15 min/setup
Cl)
Demand:
e250 parts/hr
e22 part numbers =
90% of Demand
WIP Buffer
Specific
Buffer for
each mill.
Each buffer
=420 parts
Mill
140 parts/hour
per mill
1 hr/ set-up
Packaging
200 parts/hour
per station
10 min/ set-up
Figure 2: Proposed Manufacturing Processes
The following section provides some detail about each of the steps shown in figure 2.
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3.1 Abrasive Jet Cutting
Abrasive Jet Cutting uses a mix of high-pressure water and abrasive to cut the outer
diameter of the part. The parts would be cut from large steel plates procured at the
required material hardness. The plates would be procured in twenty different
thicknesses to minimize the grinding required to meet the final part thickness. The steel
plates would be procured from a steel mill and stored at the abrasive jet machine.
Based on the demand and time available for production, an abrasive-jet cutting machine
to meet the requirements would cost $800,000 to procure. The abrasive-jet cutting
machine would include twenty-four jet nozzles operating on four gantries. Four 150
horsepower electric pumps would pressurize the nozzles. A stationary cutting table
measuring eight by fourteen feet would hold the steel plate.
The hardness and thickness of the steel combined with the surface finish requirements
of the part edge limit the speed at which the abrasive jet is able to cut. Test parts were
run on a demonstration machine to estimate the cutting speed possible for this part.
Based on these test results an average speed of 3.1 inches per minute was selected.
With these test results, the number of nozzles was set at 24. In this configuration, the
abrasive jet machine is capable of producing an average of 320 parts per hour. (I.e.
0.19 minutes per part)
A breakdown of the costs to abrasive jet cut the friction gears is shown In Table 3. The
cost for the abrasive material and jet nozzles have historically limited the use of
abrasive jet cutting. However, advances in recycling of the abrasive and improvements
in the life of the jet nozzles in recent years have reduced abrasive jet operating costs.
The benefits of the cost savings are reflected in the $1.33 average per part cutting costs
that are expected for this part. (This does not include labor costs.)
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Table 3: Breakdown of Abrasive Jet Operating Costs
Description Cost/part * Notes
Machine Depreciation $0.074 $800k purchase price, 12 year life, zero scrap value
Water and Sewage Costs $0.092 $23.10 /hour for 24 head machine
Abrasive Costs $0.69 $172 /hour for 24 head machine
Nozzle Costs $0.167 $41.88 /hour for 24 head machine
Electricity Costs $0.08 $20.00 /hour estimate based on current rates
Total $1.33 / part * based on 250 parts/hr
The abrasive jet will cut the outer diameter of the part out of a large (7 ft by 10 ft) plate
of steel. The steel is high-strength steel. The plate would be heat-treated to the
required conditions by the steel mill. As noted above, the plates would be procured in
20 different thicknesses to accommodate the varied thicknesses of the finished friction
gear. Due to minimum heat sizes required at the steel mill, the minimum order size for
steel plates would be approximately one-month's supply of each thickness.
Five hundred parts could be cut from one plate of steel (7 ft by 10 ft). This includes a
conservative estimate of five percent for scrap or fallout.
In a normal production run of a given part, the abrasive jet machine would be loaded
with the required steel plate, the proper program would be called up, and the machine
would be started. The abrasive jet does not require part specific tooling so changeover
time would be minimal. Typical changeover times range between five and fifteen
minutes in similar abrasive jet operations.
3.2 Grind Part to Required Thickness
In the proposed manufacturing process for the steel friction gears, the grinding
operation is left unchanged. The existing grinder was procured recently to add grinding
capacity and flexibility to the production process. The grinder is capable of processing
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600 parts per hour (0.1 minutes per part - well within the time of 0.24 minutes per part
required by demand).
Since the grinder has extra processing capacity, the lot size run by the grinder can be
reduced and the number of changeovers increased. A typical changeover for the
grinder takes approximately 15 minutes.
3.3 Mill Slot into Part
The existing milling operation consists of three mills that process four parts per cycle.
This report proposes to utilize the same mill, but with new fixturing to reduce
changeover times and allows the mill to operate at a reduced lot size.
The new fixturing is estimated to cost $100,000 per mill. This fixturing improves the
clamping method that holds the parts in place during the milling operation. The major
improvement the fixturing offers is an elimination of shimming during changeovers. The
current fixturing requires the operator to shim the clamping mechanism to center the
parts with the cutters. (Each part number with a different thickness requires a different
set of shims.)
Current changeover times range from one to two hours depending on the amount of
shimming required (average is about one hour forty-five minutes) and on whether the
cutting tools must be replaced. With the new tooling, the average setup time is
expected to decrease to one hour. Note: This average time includes times for strict
part-to-part changeovers, which will be greatly improved by the new tooling, and times
for replacing worn cutting tools, which will not be reduced with the new tooling and
average ninety minutes.
The processing capability of each mill is 140 parts per hour. The group of mills
collectively can process 420 pieces per hour. Although collectively the mills process
more parts per hour than the abrasive jet operation, which processes about 320
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parts/hour, the changeover time associated with the mills is one hour compared to only
10 minutes for the abrasive jet. The longer changeovers make the milling process the
effective bottleneck for the proposed process. However, the yearly demand for the part
requires only 250 pieces per hour. Thus, the mills have extra capacity. Thus, like the
grinder, the mills will process parts at their capacity (a collective 420 parts/hour) and
use the extra available time to complete changeovers and run at the lowest possible lot
sizes.
3.4 Packaging
The final operation in the process takes the friction gear as shown in Figure 1 and
packages it for shipment. The parts are packaged in cardboard boxes in quantities of
eight pieces per box.
Just before packaging, a final inspection is performed. The parts are boxed and sent to
shipping or finished goods inventory.
There are three packaging stations available. Each station requires one operator. Each
station has a capacity of approximately 25 packages per hour. At 8 parts per box, each
station is capable of packaging 200 parts per hour. Thus, the assembly operation has a
full capacity of 600 parts per hour. (0.1 parts per hour - well below the 0.24 parts per
hour required by demand)
4.0 Schedule and Operation of Proposed System:
The proposed manufacturing system is summarized above in figure 2. Section 4.1
describes the basis for the production line schedule. This is followed by a description of
how the information from the schedule flows in the line and how the mills are used to
pace the execution of the schedule.
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4.1 Production Line Schedule:
As described above, the mills have a capacity of 420 parts per hour, but demand is only
250 parts per hour. The mills' extra capacity allows multiple changeovers between the
different part variations required. In a typical shift, the mills would run at full capacity for
60 percent of the time. The remaining 40 percent would be used for changeovers.
Since each mill will average about 1 hour per changeover, each mill will be able to make
two changeovers per shift or a total of 12 changeovers across the three mills in a two-
shift day.
As described in Section 2.0 Product Demand, ninety percent of the demand volume for
this part comes from 22 of the 35 part numbers. Based on 12 possible changeovers per
day on the mills, the mills could run a lot of each of the 22 highest running parts every
two days. The remaining two changeovers could then be used to run required
quantities of the lower volume parts.
Since each of the high volume parts would be run every two days, the lot size for these
parts would be a two-day supply. Lower volume parts would be run less frequently and
would be run in lots sized to cover two-week's or more worth of demand.
A set of kanban cards would be used to schedule each mill. These three sets of cards
would act as the schedule for the entire production line. The cards would be stored at
the abrasive jet machine and used by the operator to determine the next part number to
be processed and released into the line. The exact flows of the cards and parts are
described below in Section 4.2 Execution of Schedule, below.
With the large volume parts produced once every two days, the kanban cards would be
arranged to run the proper lot size of the high volume parts once every two days and
the lots of the lower volume parts less frequently. Since the high volume parts would be
run on a predictable basis, the schedule could be optimized to minimize changeover
time at the abrasive jet, grinder, or mills. (E.g. For the abrasive jet, the schedule could
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be arranged so parts produced from the same steel thickness would be produced
consecutively.)
4.2 Execution of the Schedule:
In the execution of the schedule, the mills pace the flow of material in the production
line. This includes the release of raw material to the abrasive jet process as well as the
rate at which the assembly operates. FIGURE 3 shows the part flow and information
flow as described in the remainder of this section.
Empty Carts to Abrasive Jet
Kanban Card*
Raw Mat'l Abrasive Jet
Signaled to
produce by
empty cart from
mill
Pulls kanban
card to signal
part number to
nrnriu cn
....- Return Path of Carts
-3 Path of Parts
WIP Buffer
Mill paces
line.
Three carts
per buffer
Mill
Pulls parts
from carts
Sends empty
cart back to
Abrasive Jet
Packaging
Receives milled
parts and kanban
card from mill
Packages only
when Mill
provides parts
Figure 3: Schedule Execution
Each mill has an upstream buffer that is held in three separate carts that are dedicated
specifically to a particular mill (One cart is represented by a square in Figure 3). Each
cart holds 140 parts and a kanban card. (The buffer contains three hours of production
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for each mill, if the mill is operated at full capacity). The mill operator loads the parts
directly from the cart into the mill. When a cart is emptied, the kanban card is removed
from the cart. The cart is returned to the abrasive jet machine and the kanban card
proceeds to the packaging area with the milled parts.
In packaging, the parts are boxed and moved to shipping. The kanban card is recycled
for future use. As described above, the three station packaging area has a maximum
rate of 600 parts per hour. Since this significantly exceeds the maximum rate of the
mills (420 parts per hour), the packaging area would process parts on the pace of the
mill and a maximum of one cart of WIP would be expected between the mills and
packaging stations.
When an empty cart is returned from the mills to the abrasive jet operator, the operator
is signaled to pull the next kanban card from the cards scheduling that particular mill
(The particular mill is identified by the cart). Based on the card, the operator cuts the
correct part from the steel plate. After the jet cuts the parts from the appropriate steel
plate, the parts are fed to the grinder and then into the empty cart. Thus, the grinder
and abrasive jet operations (and operators) work as a unit with minimal WIP between
them (one cart (140 parts) at most). When the cart is filled, it is returned to the WIP
buffer of its particular mill.
Since the abrasive jet machine can operate at a rate of 320 parts per hour, it could
produce 140 parts in 26 minutes. The grinder would process the parts and fill the cart in
an additional 14 minutes. Depending on the whether a changeover is required in either
or both of the operations, the empty cart would be refilled and returned to the WIP buffer
in 40 to 70 minutes. This refill time ensures that the mills are provided with a constant
supply of blanks to be slotted.
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5.0 Performance of the Proposed Production System:
The following section looks at the entire production line proposed and described above
and discusses the expected inventory, cycle time, and lead-times associated with the
line.
5.1 Throughput Time
Throughput Time is defined as the total time required for a part to pass through the
production line. The throughput time is summed in table 4 and starts with the abrasive
jet process.
Table 4: Projected Throughput Time
Process or Buffer Throughput Time (minutes)
Abrasive Jet and Grind 40 to 70
Mill Buffer 180 to 240
Mill Operation 60
Packaging Operation 60
Total: 340 to 430 (5 hrs 40 min - 7hrs. 10min)
5.2 Inventory
The proposed line would require inventory in three forms: raw material, work-in-process,
and finished goods.
5.2.1 Raw Material Inventory
The raw material inventory would consist of steel plates that supply the abrasive jet
process. Due to requirements of the plate rolling process, a one-month supply of each
plate thickness would be required. Based on yearly demand and producing 500 parts
per plate of steel, a total of 140 plates would be held on average.
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5.2.2 Work-in-Process Inventory
The WIP in the production line would include the buffer between the grinder and the
mills and any in process material at the mills, packaging, and abrasive jet/grinder areas.
The following table sums the expected WIP:
Table 5: Projected Work-in-Process Inventory
Process or Buffer WIP (number of parts)
Abrasive Jet and Grind 140
Mill Buffer 420 x 3 buffers = 1,260
Mill Operation 140 x 3 mills = 420
Packaging Operation 140 x 3 packaging stations = 420
Total: 2,240
5.2.3 Finished Goods Inventory
Finished goods inventory is more difficult to calculate since it is influenced by choices
concerning order fill rate and total lead-time (production lead-time plus planning lead-
time). By using a simple base stock model and making a few assumptions about the
nature of product demand and forecasting error, a reasonable estimate of the finished
goods inventory required can be made.
The equation for a base stock model
I = y * (r + L)+ z*o- (r++ )
Where:
I= Inventory (WIP + Finished Goods)
= Average Demand per Week
r = Review Period: Time between line scheduling decisions
I= Manufacturing Lead-time: Time from schedule release to part completion
z = z-factor and indicates the target level of customer service
In this case, 95 percent fill rate or z=1.64 is assumed
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a = Standard deviation of the demand per week
Assuming the demand and inventory information is reviewed and the line is planned
every two days, the review period for the line would be two days. With this assumption
the average total lead-time (r+l) for the production line would be four days.
As noted above, the desired customer service level is taken as 95 percent and equates
to a z-factor of 1.64.
The average demand ([) is based on the yearly demand of 850,000 parts. For the
manufacturer, this equates to 3,542 parts per day. A conservative estimate of the
demand standard deviation (a) for the parts is to set the standard deviation equal to the
average demand.
Using the assumptions described above and using the base stock model formula, the
finished goods and WIP inventory required is found to be 25,800 parts. This equates to
7.3 days of inventory.
5.0 Costs and Benefits of Proposed Manufacturing System
5.1 Implementation Costs:
The costs associated with implementing the proposed manufacturing system are
summarized in the following table:
Table 6: Implementation Costs for Proposed System
Description Cost
Purchase and Installation of Abrasive Jet $800,000
Machine
Purchase of New Tooling for Mills $300,000
Purchase and Installation of Storage Racks $150,000
for Raw Material Inventory (Steel Plates)
Total Implementation Costs: $1,150,000
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5.2 Projected Cost per Part
The following table summarizes shows the major parts of the projected weighted-
average cost for the subject parts. An average production rate of 250 parts per hour is
used. Labor costs include hourly wage and plant burden.
Table 7: Projected Cost per Part
Description Raw material Consumables Labor
Abrasive Jet Steel Plate: $1.03 $0.33/part
$1,795/ plate, 500
parts/plate =
$3.60/part
Grinding N/A $0.1 5/part $0.33/part
Mill N/A $1.00 $0.99/part
Packaging N/A 0 $0.66/part
Total Weighted Average Projected Cost Per Part = $8.10
5.3 Benefits of the Proposed Manufacturing System
The primary benefits derived from the proposed manufacturing system are shown in the
reduction of manufacturing lead-time and throughput time. Both of these decreases
allow the customer demand to be met with lower amounts of WIP and finished goods
inventory than required in existing manufacturing methods.
The following table quantifies the financial impact of the projected inventory reductions.
The existing inventory numbers are based on historical averages for equivalent yearly
demand. The projected inventory numbers for the proposed system are taken from
Section 5.2 in this chapter.
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Table 8: Projected Financial Impact of Inventory Reductions
Inventory Type Existing Proposed One Time Holding Cost
System System Reduction Saved per
Year
Raw Material $230k* $251ka -$21 k -$6.3k
WIP $147k** $8.1kt $139k $41.7k
Finished Goods $2,000kt $93k $1,907k $572k
Total Savings: $2,025k $607k
Notes:
* = Three weeks supply currently held (Weighted Average Cost = $4.6/blank)
** = Nine days in WIP at Raw Material Cost
t = Historical Average Finished Goods Inventory
@= One-month supply of steel plates at weighted average cost = $1,795/plate
$ = 2,250 parts of WIP at Raw Material Cost of $3.60/part.
= 7.3 days of Finished Goods at Projected Cost of $7.86
a = holding cost = 30 percent per year
The implementation of the proposed changes will provide a one-time savings of just
over two million dollars. In addition, the holding costs avoided due to the reduction of
inventory will total $607k per year.
In addition to the more easily quantifiable inventory savings, the proposed
manufacturing system is very flexible and responsive. The low throughput time will
allow the manufacturer to respond quickly to changes in demand or specific customer
demands. After implementation, the system can continue to be improved. Combined
with improvements in order management, the system offers Autogear the opportunity to
move from a build to stock model to a build to order model. This change would offer
additional inventory reductions as well as improvements in order fill rate.
5.4 Net Financial Benefit of the Proposed System
The following table compares the proposed manufacturing system to the existing
system:
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Table 9: Net Financial Impact of Proposed Manufacturing System
Existing System Proposed System
Implementation Costs 0 -1,150k
Part Cost Savings* 0 ($6.80/part) -1,100k
One time Inventory Savings 0 2,025k
Total First Year Savings 0 -225k
Savings After 2 nd year 0 482k
*= For 850,000 parts in a year.
As shown in Table 9, the proposed manufacturing system costs $225,000 net in the first
year. However, the proposed system provides a yearly cost avoidance of approximately
$607,000 due to reduced inventory carrying costs. Thus, a payback period of about
one-and-a-third years is expected.
6.0 Recommendations for Implementation of the Proposed System
The proposed manufacturing system and the analysis of its costs and benefits, as
described above, was completed to determine the feasibility of implementing the system
in a production environment. Based on this report, it is clear that the proposed system
is feasible and in fact presents an opportunity for Autogear to make important
improvements in their cost and responsiveness in the production of friction gears.
However, before the system is actually implemented, additional analysis and study is
required. Specifically, it is recommended that the following steps be undertaken:
" Confirm the performance (cutting rate and cost of operation) of the abrasive
jet cutting method by running additional full-scale part tests.
- Use more rigorous analytical methods, such as computer simulation, to
confirm the appropriate WIP buffer sizes.
* Thoroughly investigate steel plate suppliers and their quality, reliability and
cost.
* Use the existing production process to trial individual aspects of the proposed
system
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" Test use of WIP carts within existing line
" Evaluate proposal to pace production with mills and kanban cards
* Understand existing information flow and production scheduling process
0 What must change to schedule production in two-day increments?
These steps provide a start into uncovering the important details that must be managed
to implement the proposed system. As new information is uncovered about the costs or
benefits of the proposed system, analysis of the financial benefit of the project should
be reviewed to ensure the proposed system continues to provide the benefits expected
and described in this report.
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